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General Frederick J. Kroesen
Commander in Chief
United States Arnty, Europe,

APO U.S. Forces 09403

Dear General Kroesen:

This report contains the results of our review of Army procurement
pract-ices in Germany. the review included the procedures and practices
for requirements determination; bid solicitation and evaluation; contract
award; and contract administration. The review was primarily directed
toward real property repair and maintenance contracts because of the
diversity of type work performed and the magnitude of contract procuie-
,ents--about $92 million out of a total $461 million in fiscal year 1978.
Particular emphasis was given to requirements-type repair and maintenance
contracts because of the complexities involved in developing realistic
requirements and monitoring contractors' performance during the contract
administration phase.

The review was conducted at Headquarters, United States Aimy, Europe,
and Seventh Army (USAREUR); United States Army Procurement Agency, Europe;
three Area Procurement Offices--[rankfurt, Stuttgart, and Fuerth; and the
Directorates of Engineering and Housing served by the procurement offices.
We reviewed procurement regulations and directives; analyzed contract files;and held discussions with responsible procurement, housing, and engineering
officials. We also talked to several contractors to obtain their opinions
about the Government's procurement process as it affects them.

In summary, the review identified several weaknesses which if
corrected would improve the procurement process significantly and result
in more timely completion of the projects in a more efficient and
economical manner. USAREUR needs to
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-- better define work requirements, on requirements-type contracts,
which would improve work scheduling, reduce contract costs, and
insure that the lowest qualifiedJ bidder receives the award;

-- improve the accuracy of Government Fair Cost Estimates so that
they can meet the intended purposes as a basis for (1) deter-
mining funding requirements, and (2) evaluating bid proposals;

-- improve bid solicitation and evaluation procedures to insure that
(1) a contractor has the capability to perform, (2) contractors
are aware of all unique contract features, (3) the potential for
splitting contract awards is realized, (4) a sound basis exists
for negotiating with contractors, (5) all available information
Is : usedAt ev ate bd proposeals, and () unsuccessful bidder
are provided with sufficient information to enable them to
determine whether to compete for future contracts and, if so,
prepare more responsive bids;

-- improve monitoring of contractors' performance to insure that
work specifications are met and that the work Is comleted before
payment is made;

-- improve enforcement of contract provisions and evaluation of
contractors' performance to prevent problem contractors from
receiving future awards;

-- better plan the funding allocation throughout the year in order
to avoid the fiscal year-end "crunch" which adversely affcts
the quality of work specifications, cost estimates, bid proposal
evaluation, and contractor performance monitoring; and

--improve the effectiveness of procurement audits by internal
review groups.

Additional details on the above areas are provided in Enclosure I.
We discussed the results of our review with responsible officials who
initiated corrective actions or promised to further review the areas.
We shall appreciate being informed in writing of the actions taken or
planned by you to correct the system weaknesses discussed in the
enclosure.
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We appreciate the courtesies and cooperation extended to us at each
location visited.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Eder
D rector

Enclosure

cc: Department of Army
ATTN: The Inspector General
akIG-Ai
The Pentagon
Washington, D.C.

Headquarters
United States European Command
ECCM-F

Assistant for Audit Reports
OASD(C) Audit
Room 3A336
The Pentagon
Washington, D.C.
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rNCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

GAO OBSERVATIONS DURING

REVIEW OF ARMY PROCUREMENT

PRACTICES IN GERMANY

NEED TO BETTER DEFINE LSTIMATED
~iUANTl'JE$' R REZREIRMENTS CONTRACTS

The total quantity of work to be performed on requirenAnts-typecontracts is unknown at the time of bid solicitation. Thus b 4ds aresolicited for each line item of work on the basis of an estimated quantity.In the bid evaluation process, the best qualified contractor with thelowest aggregate bid is normally selected. Since the contract award isbased on an estimated aggregate quantity without knowledge of the lineitems of work actually to be performed, it is important that estimatedquantity be as close to the actual quantity as possible. Otherwise theline item cost can be significantly distorted, and the lowest qualifiedbidder may not be selected.

We found that the estimated quantity often bears little resemblanceto the quantity of work actuilly performed under the contract. In mostinstances the actual quantity was significantly less than the estimate.One would normally expect this to bte to the Government's advantage sincethe contractor based his bid on a larger quantity. However, contractors,through ex erie,-ce, have learned that the amount of work to be performedwill normally be less than the estimate. therefore, their bids areinflated to compensate for the lesser amount of work.

Contractor representatives told us they could offer lower prices--between 10 and 25 percent--if the estimated quantity of work more nearlyequalled the actual work. According to the contractors, the uncertaintyof the amount of actual work precludes them from tuk'ng advantage ofquantity discounts in buying materials; they must lay off workers whenwork orders do not materialize, and scheduling difficulties arise. Withover 20 million 1/ Deutsche marks (about $10 million) in interior paintingand sanding and sealing requirements contracts per year, the minimum10 percent decrease, estimated by contractors, could reduce contractcosts by at least $1 million 1/ a year.

A/ Throughout this enclosure we use a conversion rate of 2 Deutsche marks (DM)to $1.
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

Improved estimated quantities on requirements contracts could be
obtained with existing resources, through

-- increased attention by Family HYusing to the numbe:r and type of
quarte's that are cycled for painting &n.d floor work in a
particular period;

-- better scheduling as to when the work could be done so as to
maximize the number of quarters in a particular area that can he
ioked on siriultaneously or consecutively;

-- onalyzring Eata on work actually accomplished under previous
contracts to develop a data base for determining the optimal
estimate; and

-- better- mwicatilon betweenf family Housingand arid-th eeEnl ng
Plans and Services Branch in computing the estimates.

We believe that the Family Housing Offices already have most of the
data ieeded to enable them to better define their estimates. 'heir primary
need is to "earn how to make better use of the existing inforeation.
Furtrermore, the Family Housing Offices are acquiring automated capability
to store and process data on types, and occupancy status of family housing
quarters. This should enhance their capability to better scnedule work and
estimate requirements more accurately.

Our review showed that the Family Housing Office, a division of the
Directorate of Engineering and Housing, is responsible for providing
estimates of the number of housing units requiring requirements-type contract-
ing services. These estimates are provided to the Engineering Plans and
Services Division which is responsible for developing the contract work
specificatLons and cost estimates. The problem is that the estimates provided
by Family Housing are ofte, incomplete in that they lack specificity as to
the type of units and their location. Generally, Family Housing develops
the estimate based on the established work cycle for painting and floor work.
For example, Family Housing assumes that units will require painting every
3 years. Thus, they schedule one-third of the quarters under each contract.
Even though such information is available, little effort is made to idertify
the specific types of quarters (2-bedroom, 3-bedroom, etc.); where the
specific quarters are located, and when the best time would be to work Ln
them; or how much work was completed, by type of quarter:, the previous
year. Often Family Housing provides the Engineering Plans and Services
with only the estimated total number of units to be painted and the esti-
mated funds available to do the wurk. Because of this lack of specificity,
the engineers must Provide "rough guess" estimates as to the number of
unit types--2-bedroom apartments of the various sizes, duplex houses,
stairwells, etc., and the amount of repair work such as plaster repair and
paint scraping for interior painting, and damaged floor removal and
replacement for sanding and sealing contracts.
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

'icause of the insuffici''nt effort by Family Housing and EngineeringPlans and Services to analyze and exchange available information, widevariances often result between the estimated and actual work performed. Atthe three Area Procurement Offices visited, the actual work performed, interms of numbers of housing units, was frequently under 50 percent andsometimes over 120 percent of the estimated quantities. In the case ofrepair work line items, actual work performned ranged from 0 percent toover 500 percent of the estimates. The following tables Illustrate thepercentage of actual versus estimated quantities for the A47 contractsreviewed.

Work QWntity Estimates
versus Atofa Wko Performled

Number of Total Living Units cmpl etedcontracts Estimated leted -Pert en.

4 1,370 251 18.3 0 - 29
7 506 196 38.7 30 - 49
g1 2,724 1,675 61.5 50 - 79

7 1,555 1,421 91.4 80 - 100
5 1,302 1,424 109.4 101 - 120
5 257 360 140.1 Above 120
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

Another adverse ef.ect resulting from pooriy estimated requirimeints is
that successful bidders may not, in fact, be thf. lowest qualified bidder.
Our review of 47 contracts showed 11 instances Trhere, based on the actual
work performed, a contractor other than the o,,e selected would have beenawarded the contract if the estimated quantity of work had more nearlyapproximated the actual work performed. For these 11 contracts selection
of a different crntractor could have resulted in savings of about 134,000
Deutsche marks 'a67,000). At one procurement office contract costs could
have been reduce!d by about 11,900 Deutsche marks (about $6,000) on aninterior painl;i ig contract if the estimated quantities had been more
accurate. At the same procurement oRficLc, contract costs could have beenreduced by 7,70C Deutche marks ($3,.850) on a sanding and sealing cortractif better estimates had been used. At another procutement office more
acurate quantietiatese coul-dhave reduced -contractosts 43,300Deutsche marks (aborit $21,700). As show by exale. on the next three
pages, much of the J.stinff-ii !--rk for which the awardee's bid quotes werelower wF: not performed, and the bid quotes of the finns submitting the
next 'owest proposal were lower For the work actually performed.
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ENCLOSURE I EXAJPLE 1 ENCL§SUR£ I

COMPARISON CF ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED COSTS

Proposed Total Contract costs ifunit price (0M) ropgsed price (DM) Contract unsuccessful bidderEstimated Unsuccessful L'Unsuccessful Actual work costs (DM) selected ,DM) Difference (DfWork description Bedrooms requirement Awardee bidder Awardee bidcer performed note (note b) (note c)
Apartments 2 70 1,026 780 71,820 54,600 62 63,612 48,360 15,252
Apartments 2 45 1,039.50 930 46,774 41,800 66 68,607 61,380 7,227
Apartments 3 20 1,075.50 895 21,510 17,900 20 21,510 17,900 3,610
Apartments 3 25 1,278 1,210 31 ,950 30,250 42 53,376 50,820 2,856
Duplex houses 2 1,636.20 1,540 3,272 3,080 8 13,090 12,320 770
Single family

houses 2 1,957.50 1,925 3,915 3,850 1 1,958 1,925 33
Plaster repair

(square meters) 1,500 2.90 6.20 4,350 9,300

Deteriorated paint removal
(square meters) 14,550 2.10 5.40 30,555 78,570 6,506 13,663 35,132 *[21,469J

Plaster repair
(square meters) 9,800 2.30 2.00 22,590 19,600 4,419.50 10,165 8,839 1J326
Sub-total 236,740 258,950 246,281 236,676 9,605
Prompt payment

discount 1% 2% 1% 2%
T 2,367 5 179 ?,463 4734 .271Total J 753.771 94231 ,

a/Awardee's proposed unit price multiplied by actual work performed.
b/Unsuccessful bidder's proposed unit price multiplied by actual work performed._/Reduced contract costs if contract awarded to unsuccessful bidder.



ENCLOSURE I EXAMPLE 2
COMPARISON OF ACTAND ESTIMATED COSTS ENCLOSURE 

Proposed Total Contract costs if
unit price (Do) proposed price _(Mj Contract unsuccessful iidderEstimate,, Unsuccessful Unsucesfsfut Actual work costs ( DM) selected iM) Difference (DPM)Work description Bedrooms requirement Awardee bidder Awardee bidder "rformed no_ aA Lnot_ e b) (note

Apartments 2 15 1,000 785.4C 15,000 11,781 2 2000 1,571 42°Apartments 2 15 1,180 952 17,700 14,280 9 10,620 R,568 ?,052Apartments 2 10 1,350 1,082.90 13,500 10,829 1 1,30 1,083 267Apartments 3 15 1,180 963.90 17,700 14,459 8 9,440 7,5'1 1,929Apartments 3 15 1,550 1,287.10 23.250 19,307 4 6.200 5,148 1,052Apa rtments 4 15 1,350 987.70 20.250 14,816 6 8,100 5,926 2,174Damaged floor
(square meters) 450 5 12 2,250 5,400 0Serviceable floor
(square meters) 450 8 22 3,600 9,900 0 --New floor
(square meters) 450 30 48 13,500 21,600 0Damaged shoe mold
(linear meters) 500 2 1.60 1,000 800 0Damaged baseboard
(linear meters) 500 5 7.60 2,500 3,800 0 --Damaged wood sub-floor
(square meters) 450 10 14 4,500 6,300 0Damaged cement sl -0
floor (square
meters) 300 10 20 3,000 6_, 000 0 -

Sub-t.otal 137,750 139,272 37,710 29,807 7,'23
Prompt payment discounrt 2% 2% 2: 21

__2,755 2,785 754 596 158
Total 134,995 136 . 7 36,956 29,211 7,745
a/Awardee's proposed unit price multiplied by actual work performed.

b/Ursuccessful bidder's proposed unit price multiplied by actual work performed.

c/Reduced contrart costs if contract awarded to unsuccessful bidder.



ENCLOSURE I EXAMPLE 3 ENCLOSURE I

COMPARISON OF ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED COSTS

Proposed Total Contract costs if
unit price (DM) proposed price (DM) Contract unsuccessful bidder

Estimated Unsuccessful Unsuccessful Actual work costs (DM) selected (OM) Difference (DM'
-Work description Bedrooms requirement Awardee bidder Awatlee -bidder performed (note a) (note b) 

Apartments 2 202 953 923 192,506 186,446 260 247,780 239,980 7,800
Apartments 2 139 924 911.81 128,436 126,741 105 97,020 95,740 1,280
Apartments 2 61 924 923 56,364 56,303 67 61,908 61,841 67
Apartments 2 43 396 891 17,028 38,313 0 -- -- --
Apartments 2 4 1,?37 1,327 5,348 5,308 2 2,674 2,654 20
Apartments 3 95 1,'07 1,027 105,165 97,565 113 125,091 116,051 9,040
Apartments 3 131 1,073 973 140,563 127,463 95 101,935 92,435 9,500
Apartments 3 4 1,683 1,620 6,732 6,480 3 5,049 4,860 189
Apartments 3 2 1,705 1,705 3,410 3,410 3 5,115 5,115 0
Apartments 4 1 1,877 1,764 1,877 1,764 1 1,877 1,764 113
Apartments 4 83 1,240 1,160 102,920 96,280 99 122,760 114,840 7,920
Apartments 8 66 522 1,340 34,452 88,440 0 -- --
Apartment - O

Unit building 2 3,348 3,134 6,696 6,269 1 3,348 3,134 214
Duplex houses 4 2,012 1,998 8,048 7,992 3 6,036 5,994 42
House (single

form) 1 3,646 3,427 3,646 3,427 2 7,292 6,854 438
Stairwells 95 838 856 79,610 81,357 !07 89,666 91,592 [1,9261
Plaster repair

(square meters) 3,400 7.50 7.64 25,500 25,976 3,150 23,625 24,066 [441]
Deteriorated paint

removal (square
meters) 10,900 3.80 3.76 41,420 40,984 9,450 35,910 35,532 378

Sllb-total 959,721 1,000,518 937,086 902,452 34,634

Prompt payment discount 1% 2% 1% 2%
9,597 _20,010 9,371 18,049 [7,678]

Total 950,124 980,508 927,715 884,403 43,312

a/Awardee's proposed unit price multiplied by actual work performed.
/Unsuccessful bidder's proposed unit price multiplied by actual work performed.
c/Reduced contract costs if contract awarded to unsuccessful bidder.



ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

In the first two examples, the Inaccurate estimate for the repair type
line items was the main reason for the difference ii the bids. The awardee
bids on both contracts were much lower for the large quantity ropair items
not performed, while the second low bidders wet low on all or most of the
other line items, which were performed. The effect of these differences
was that bids on repair line items--most of which were not peronrmed--
determined the successful bidder as shown below.

Amount by which
Awardee's total Second lowest awardee iower on

Example bid (D4) total bid (DM) Difference (ODM repair items (DM)

01 Z0t234,373 253,771 19,398 48.400

X2 1_ 34 ,91 5 436,487 1,492 22-,981

In the third example it appears that the successful bidder may have
"bought in" with an unbalanced bid based on the knowledge that some of the
work estimated in the requirements would not be performed. Two contractors,
familiar with the comnunities' interior painting work, submitted bid quotes
of less 'than'half of what the Government's cost estimate was and about half
of what other contractors bid for 66 8-bedroom apartments and 43 2-hedroom
apartments which were not painted. When queried prior to contract award
about the low bid for the quarters, the successful bidder responded that
his bids were understated but that he was "so very much interested in
getting the contract that" he "would like to absorb the mistake."

This same contractor has the cuirent interior painting contract for
the community. The same type quarters were included in the contract. At
the time of our review, ,one had been painted and the contract was approxi-
mately 75 percent complete. As in the above cited example, the contractor
again submitted extremely low bids for the quarters.

We recognize that because of the nature of work performed under
requirements-type contracts, it is not possible to exactly estimate the
quantity of work to be performed. Nevertheless, better communication
between the Family Housing Offices and Engineering Plans and Services
would result in mo;'e definitive requirements which, in turn, could result
in substantial savings to USAREUR. As discussed previously much of the
information needed to

(1) specify, by type, those housing units to be included in the
contract,

(2) optimize scheduling of the work, and

(3) develop data to better estimate future requirements

is already available. What is needed is for the respective offices to
utilize the data and to improve the exchange of such information.
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

NEED FOR BETTER GOVERNMENT
FAIR COST ESTIMATES

For each proposed contract, Engineering Plans and Services developsa cost estimate--referred to as a Government Fair Cost Estimate. This
estimate is to serve two purposes: to serve a basis for (1) determining
funding requirements, and (2) evaluating bid proposals. Unfortunately,
neither of these purposes is being met, because the estimates vary sogreatly from the bid proposals. Consequently, they are essentially uselessas a management tool.

Procurement Regulations require that when the Government's cost
estimate varies by more than 15 percent from the lowest bid proposal,
Engineering Plans and Services is to reexamine the estimate with a view::toward dtermini7ng th rean :f:or : t :va&rtnce.

In about 70 percent of the 117 contracts reviewed, the original costestimate varied from the low bid by more than 15 percent, as shown below:

Difference between Government
cost estimate and low bia Number Percent
Over 30 percent less 14 12.0
16 to 30 percent less 14 12.0
0 to 15 percent less 20 17.1
0 to 15 percent more 1S 15.3
16 to 30 percent more 25 21.4
Over 30 percent more 26 22.2

Totals 117 100.0

Without valid cost estimates

--contracting officials do not have a sound basis for evaluating thereasonableness of the bid proposals, or negotiating with ri:ospective
contractors; and

--the engineers are denied a useful tool for developing historical
cost data for use in preparing subsequent estimates.

10



ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

In those eases where the cost estimate varies from the: low bid by more
than 15 percent, the engineers seldom try to determine the reasons for the
variations. They normally revise the estimate upward or downward to fall
within the 15 percent range. Also there seldom is any effort to negotiate.
with the low bidder to obtain a lower bid when the bid exceeds the estimate
by more than 15 percent.

The following table shows some examples where the low bid exceeded
the original cost estimate by more than 15 percent, and,rather then try to
obtain a revised bid, the cost estimates were revised within the 15 percent
range. It also includes two examples where the lnw bid was significantly
below the cost estimate and the latter was revises upward to meet the bid.
The Justifications for the estimate revisions are also noted.
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

Reasons offered by contracting and engineering officials for the wide
variances between the cost estimates and bid proposals included:

--Local national engineers, who prepare the estimates, do not have
the experience or qualifications to compete with contractors'
expertise.

--Engineers are not provided with the detail cost breakdown for
use in determining those areas where there Are variances or for
developing historical cost data for use in preparing future
estimates.

--The fiscal year-end "crunch" results in ';he engineers having to
rush the preparation of the estimates in order to keep up with
the workload. Thus, there is insufficient time for careful review.

Although contractors are not required to submit unit oricing data _/
with their proposal, one procurement office does request the contractors
to provide such information. Several contractors told us that they had no
ibjei:tion to submitting this information as part of their bid proposals
because they have to develop this type information in order to prepare their
bid submission. Also, they routinely provide unit pricing data when bidding
on contracts in the private sector. However, even at the procurement office
which was receiving unit pricing information, there were significant
variances between tho cost estimates and the bids. The reason being that
the recipient of the informatiorn--the procurement office--did not provide
it to the engineers who are responsible for developing cost estimates and
evaluating reasons for the variances between the estimates and bid proposals.

We believe that contracting officials should request contractors to
provide unit pricing information as part of the bid proposal package, and
provide this information to the engineers when the low bid is more than
15 percent above or below the Government estimate. This would go a long
way toward solving the first two problems cited as reasons for inadequate
cost estimates. Resolution of the third problem rests with improving the
method for determining priority projects and funding requirements through-
out the year, as discussed in another section of the enclosure (see p. 27 ).

If better cost estimates are not developed, there seems to be 'ittle
need for even developing these estimates since most of them do not tiet
the intended purposes.

1/tncludes labor and material prices by work line item. The labor and
material prices include an overhead and profit factor.

13



ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

After our briefing of Army Procurement Office officials on April 23,
1979, they issied guidance to all area procurement offices encouraging
them to obtain pricing information from contractors which will enabiL
contracting officials to better analyze bid proposals and develop target
negotiation prices. While such information will enhance the position of
contracting officials, it does not provide the information needed by
engineering personnel to analyze and determine the areas where significant
variances exist Letween the Government cost estimates and bid proposals.
The reason is that the guidance instructs contracting personnel not to
provide pricing data to the engineers until after contract award. While
this data, in the long run, will aid the engineers in developing a data
base to assist them in preparing better cost estimates, it will not solve
the immediate problem of helping them to identify those areas or the reasons
for cost estimates varying from bid proposals. We therefore suggest that
the recent guidance be modified to allow contracting officers to provide
pricing information to the engineers before award, in those cases where
there are wide variances between the cost estimates and bid proposals.

NEED FOR IMPROVED SOLICITATION
AND EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Weaknesses in the bid solicitation and evaluation procedures used by
the procurement offices may be precluding the Government from obtaining
the best prices available for the goods and .ervices procured because:

--information is not always provided to procurement personnel
concerning contractors' performance,and pre-award surveys
to determine contractors' capability are sometimes not performed;

--pre-bidding conferences are not always conducted tr explain
unique aspects of contracts, thereby resulting in problems
during the performance period;

--bids are not sufficiently evaluated to determine potential %or
splitting awards;

--cost data is not sufficient for use as basis for contract
negotiations;

--bid proposals are not analyzed in sufficient detail to insure
reasonableness of estimates and to identify potential areas for
negotiation; and

--informatiot, provided to unsuccessful bidders for dse in preparing
future bids is not sufficient.

14



ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

Insufficient information for
soliciting bids and evaluatin
contractors' capability

Before awarding a contract, procurement officials should satisfy
themselves that the potential contractor has the capability--including
financial resources--to perform the specified work. Sources of information
that can be used to determine a contractor's capability include pre-tward
surveys, evaluation rating on a contractor's previous performance, anddiscussion with inspectors and other procurement personnel who may We
familiar with the ontractor.

Ac the three procurement offices reviewed no systematic procedures
exist to routinely use the available information sources. For example,
pre-a'ird surveys of a contractor's capability to meet the work specifira-
tion are not always requested, even when a survey is required--that is :.hedollar limit of the contract proposal exceeds $100,000 or the contractor
has not previously had a contract with the Government.

During fiscal year 1978, the three procuremtent offices terminated
17 repair and maintenance contracts for reasons of default. At oneprocurenment office the reason for default in 3 of 4 cases was because
the contractor filed for bankruptcy. In none of these cases was a pre-
award survey perforumed. While it is not possible to say that a pre-awardsurvey would have identified the financial problems which led to bankruptcy,
it is reasonable to assume that some of these problems would have come
to light.

We also identified other cases where contractors were selected without
the benefit of a pre-award survey and performance problems were experienced
during the contract period. In still another case, a contractor received
an award even though the pre-award survey stated the contractor had
difficulties meeting previous contract work schedules. Again there wereproblems with the contractor's performance. These problems are best
illustrated by the following examples.

--A pre-award survey was not requested for a firm to be awarded
its first requirements-type contract The procurement office
Judged the firm to be responsible anc qualified on the basis of
work performed on previous lump-sum contracts. The contractor
subsequently defaulted primarily because he was not aware of the
maximum concurrent work required on a reqLirements-type contract.
A pre-award survey should have shown that the contractbr's work
force was insufficient to meet the requirements.

- 15 -



ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

--P pre-award survey recommended award to a particular contractoreven though the contractor had performance problems on previouscontracts. The survey noted that the contractor had difficultyin meeting schedules, but that awarding him this crntract wouldprovide the necessary incentive to meet the required schedules.The survey also said "the past dispute, should not be given toomuch emphasis, as this firm has alwas displayed a high degreeof integrity." Currently, the firm has 21 contracts with oneprocurement office and is delinquent on 15 of thet.

Another valuable source of information on a contractor's capabilityis the performance evaluations which are to be prepared by the contractingofficer representative upon completiro~ of a contract. However, th seevaluations are not always prepared and even when prepared are not allVysdisseminated to the procurement personnel with responsibility for makingfuture contract award decisions. For example, some source ciork: "h. ravethe responsibility for maintaining a listing of qualified contractorsgenerally are not aware of the contractors whose past performance has beenless than fully satisfactory. Also, the principal contracting officer whomakes the final decision o,, which firms will be solicited is not alwaysinformed about problem coreractors. These individuals may informally hearabout a contractor's poor performance, but no systematic procedures havebeen established to keep them apprised. Additional details on contractors'performance problems and the ambiguity of the criteria for evaluatingcontractors are discussed beginning on page 24 of this enclosure.

Lack of pre-bidding conferences

Pre-bidding conferences with contractors to discuss contract awardprovisions, contract terms, work specifications, and other unique aspect:of the contract proposal--particul, ly on the requirements-type proposals--are not conducted on a regular basis by the procurement offices.

Procurement officials said that such conferences have been usedsuccessfully on custodial contracts and have proven to be very helpful inreducing contractor performance problems. The officials expressed theopinion that greater use of pre-bidding conferences would also help toprevent performance problems during the contract period. As an adjunct tothe conferences, they suggested thdt the contract terms be bilingual--English and German--rather than just the work specifications, as is nowthe case. In their opinion, a combination of pre-bidding conferences andbilingual contract terms would eliminate much of the misunderstanding onthe part of contractors and could result in reduced contractor performanceproblems now being experienced.
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Increased potential for
split contract awards

The A-ny Procurement Agency has issued guidance which advocates the
use of split awards if such "splitting" will result in savings of at least
$100. A split award clause in the contract proposal allows bidders to
bid on any cr all of the projects, and allows the procurement office to
award a contract to the lowest bidder on each project. However, most of
the pro,:ur-ement offices are not following the guidance in that the contract
proposals are announced (1) on an "all or none" basis and thus would not
allow splitting, or (2) on an "any or all" basis but are not awarded on a
split basis even though by doing so would result in a lower contract price
to the Government.

According to a procurement official, the requesting activity may
direct the procurement office to solicit bids on an "all or none" basis.
The position of the procurement office is that, since they are a support
organization, they cannot dictate how bids should be solicited.

Analysis of sele-ted contracts indicated increased potential for
split awards. On thes- contracts the nature of the work was such that one
segment was not depende.nt upon the completion of another segment, and
thus could have been accomplished separately by different contractors.

For those contract proposals aninounced on an "all or none" basis, it
was not possible to determine the cost savings that would have resulted
from a split award because the bid on any particular line item could have
been different if the bids were on an "any or all" basis. However, we
believe the foliowing examples indicate increased potential for cost
savings through split awards.

--One procuremeat office had a solicitation which had three projects
for kitchen countertop replacements and realized a 50,000 Deutsche
mark (about $25,000) reduction in the bid proposal by splitting
the award. Yet, this same procurement office awarded another
solicitation for three projects to a contractor who was the low
aggregate bidder, but wa& o1 w bidder on only two of the three
projects. If the award had been split, the Government could have
saved 4,955 Deutsche marks (about $2,500). The Chief of the area
procurement office stated this award should have been split.

--Another procurement office split a 3-project solicitation into
2 contracts and reduced the cotal bid proposal by 10,500 Deutsche
marks, or about $5,250. However, this same office awarded the low
aggregate bidder a contract covering 6 projects when, in fact, he
was low bidder on only two of the projects. If the award had been
split, the total bid proposal would have been reduced by 4,100
Deutsche marks (over $2,000).
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Insufficient basis for negotiations
w' th contractors

The procurement offices generally do r .t negotiate with the lowbidder in order to try to obtain a better price. The same is true forcontract modifications. They merely accept the low bid--in the case ofan initial contract award--or the revised offer in the case of a contractmodification.

Procurement officials told us that while they recognize the value ofnegotiating, they do not believe that they have a sound basis for conductingnegotiations. The reasons being that

--the Government cost estimates are generally not reliable, andthus do not provide a sound basis for negotiations;

--they have insufficient unit pricing data for labor and materialcosts;

--on requirements-type contracts, the estimated requirements areusually unrealistic; and

--the increased workload volume at fiscal year-end does not allowtime for negotiating.

While the above cited reasons are problem areas, solutions to whichare discussed in greater detail in other sections, one procurement officedoes obtain price breakdown data from contractors. The importance ofhaving this information and of negotiating lower prices is illustrated bythe example below.

--Procurement officials compared the Government cost estimate andthe contractor's offer for a contract modification. The procurementoffice noted three work positions where the contractor was higher
than the Government estimate. The procurement office negotiatedwith the contractor on all three items and was successt,:. in gettingthe contractor to reduce his offer on two of the three positions,lowering the total offer by 1,910 Deutsche marks (about $1,000).Also, five line items in the original contract were deleted.
Since procurement officials had the labor and material cost forthese items, they could assure that the contractor used the sameprice when deleting these items from the contract.

--In another case,the procurement office undertook negotiations
because there was a 19 percent difference between the low bid
and the Government estimate. As a result of the negotiations,
the low bidder reduced his price by 50,000 Deutsche marks
(about $25,000).
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--In a third instance t'le procurement office negotiated because a
number of the low bidoi-'s linr tem r -ices had a greater than
+ 15 percent variance with the Governmpnt estimate. The low
offeror reduced his. bid by 35,00C Deutsche marks (about $17,500)
as a result of the negotiation.

Insufficient use of available
information for bid evaluation

Upon receipt and opening of bid quotes, procurement personnel prepare
a bid abstract which details by offeror the bid quotes, any discount
offered, and the Government's cost estimate for comparable work. The
level of detail in which the abstract is prepared varies by type of
contract. For lump sum contracts, only the total bid is recorded;
whereas, for requirements-type contracts, bid quotes may be recorded for
each line item of wcrk--depending on the procurement office and contracting
officer.

Officials at two procurement offices told us that since contractor
selection is based on the total aggregate bid, there is no reason to
record the bid for each line item of work even thouSh that information is
requested and provided as a part of the solicitation.

In our opinion, unless bids are evaluated on a line item basis,
procurement officials are not in a good position to compare the quotes
to the Government's cost estimate; identify indication:s of unbalanced
bidding; or tQvelop a sound basis for further negotiations with Potential
contractors. Even with improved cost estimates and better defined
requirements as discussed in other sections, there is a continuing need
for detailed bid abstract preparaticn and analysis. The reason being
that such information and analysis provides further assurance that the
requirements and cost estimates are reasonable and that potential areas
for negotiation are more easily identified.

Insufficient information provided
to unsuccessful bidders

The Army Procurement Agency has developed a standardized form for use
by procurement offices to notify unsuccessful bidders. The form merely
informs the bidder that another contractor was selected. It does not
advise the bidder of the reason for non-selection or what was the successful
bid.

Contractors with whom we spoke said that it is a standard practice in
Germany to advise unsuccessful bidders what the winning bid was and the
reason for non-selection if for some other reason than bid price. They
said that with this irformation they can decide if they want to continue
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to bid on Government contracts and, if so, can prepare more responsiveand competitive bids on future proposals. Procurement officials saidthat they could furnish this information, and that the standaridized
notification letter could be modified to provide it.

In summary, soliciting and evaluating bids can be a demanding processwhich requires cooperation and -^nrdination among all parties involved inthe procurement cycle. The problem areas and proposed solutions discussedabove are not separable but must be considered in total. We believe the
key rests with the exchange and utilization of Information among requestinrcontracting, and administering officials. Otherwise, improvements in onearea without corresponding improvements in the others will only have minimaleffect on the entire solicitation and evaluation process.

NEED Tu IMPROVE MONITORING OF
CONTRACTORS - PE RFO-RMANCE

Effective contract administration procedures should ensure that paymentsfor goods and services ire correct and that the work performed was ,naccordance with contract specifications. A,, integral Dart of contract
administration is periodic moniitoring and irspection or the contra.tors:sperformance. Otherwise, if inspection ic delayed until completion of thework, it may not be possible to deternine that the contract specifications
were properly compl.ed with. During jur review, we found cases where the

--contract work specifications were not met;

--work supposedly performed by the contractor could not be verifiedbecause periodic inspections were not performed during the conductof the work; or contractor's invoices and work inspection logs didnot always identify where the work was performed; or the inspectionlogs were not retained after completion of the job;

--contractor's invoice; were certified for payment before the workwas completed.

We surveyed 84 occupants of 4 conrunities whose quarters w.?re painted.Of the 63 occupants present while the p;inting was pe'-rormed, b6, or 73percent, responded that only one coat of pi"nt wa; applied; 3 said 2 coatsof paint were applied; and the other 14 were not sure how many coats wereapplied. In all cases, the contract specifications required two coats ofpaint.

Occupants aso responded that the only inspection of the work wasupon completion ~, the job. Furthermore, many occupants expressed concernabout the quality of the work, citing such problems as peeling and cracking
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of recently painted surfaces; old paint showing through; and the paint
rubbing off when the walls are cleaned. Contracting and inspection
officials said that shortages of inspectors often precludes periodic
inspections during the course of the work and that they are more interestedin the final appearance than in whether one or two coats of paint were
applied.

The lack.of periodic inspections also raises questions about the
amount of repair work actually performed. Repair work consists primarily
of patching and preparing wall surfaces for painting, and r,.'.lovil and
replacement of flooring. Repair items are contracted for on an aggregate
basis, such as 1,000 square meters at a cost of a specified amount per
square meter. In many cast' the cost of these repair items can increase
the contract amount by as mLv.h as one-third.

At the military communities where our reviews -Wa-perfrorm.ed, -we inotedthat the-amount of repair wor-k claimed by contractors on thetr invoices
was not always identified by housing unit. Also, in many cases, the
inspector's daily logs did not identify, by unit, the amount cf repair
work needed or performed, or the logs 'were not retained after completionof the contract. Thus, without this information it was not possible for
us or contracting officials to verify hov much repair work was actually
performed.

At one military ccomunity where neither work orders nor contractors'
invoices showed the amount of repair work needed or performed for each
unit, contractors' aggregate claims for repair work on interior painting
contracts matched or almost matched the aggregate amounts estimated on
the work orders. This situation occurred on contracts with three different
contractors over numerous work orders. The following table illustrates
the above situation on each of the contracts.
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Inspection officials commented that they allowed contractors to claim
the total estimated amount of repair work per housing unit early on in the
contract so as to compensate for those housing units requiring more than
the estimated amount and to avoid having to prepare a contract change order
to reflect the increased amount of repair work. In their opinion, the
amount of repair work claimed will even out over the contract period
because some units will require less repair work than estimated.

In our opinion the rationale offered by the inspection officials does
not justify the lack of control and monitoring of the contractor's perform-
ance. Firstly, a contract change order would not be required until the
aggregate repair work on the work order was exceeded. Furthermore, it
seems highly coincidental that until a certain date, the amount of repair
work billed under the three contracts was the same as the estimated amounts.
Then, after the date, the billed amount varied slightly from the estimated
amounts.

At another military community we found cases where an inspector
accepted the contractor's work as complete and the cnntractina officer
representative certified the invoice payment before the work was completed.
As shown below the inspections continued for up to 3 weeks after the
invoice was approved for payment.

Date of last
Number units Date invoice inspection for

Contractor's Invoice shown completed certified for units billed on
invoice date amount (DM on invoice payment invoice

6/15/78 5,416.60 3 6/22/78 6/23/78

5/02/78 6,293.75 5 5/02/78 5/10/78

4/13/78 4,293.00 4 4/19/78 4/20/78

3/20/78 5,512.50 5 3/22/78 4/06/78

3/13/78 3,617.25 3 3/17/78 4/06/78

3/08/78 3,842.50 3 3/09/78 3/15/78

1/12/78 5,260.25 3 1/16/78 2/02/78

We discussed this matter with the chief inspector and contracting
officer representative who agreed to review the matter in greater detail
and to take whatever action is necessary to ensure that this practice is
not continued.
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To improve monitoring of contractors' performance and provide bettercontrols over the payment of invoices, we recommend that USAREUR:
--re-emphasize the need for inspectors to require contractors'adherence to contract specifications regarding quality and
quantity;

--require contractors to identify on invoices the amounts ofrepair work done, by specific location;

--direct inspectors to maintain logbooks showing how muchrepair work is required and performed, by location;

--urge contract administrators to ensure that invoices arenot certified for payment before all inspections are completed.
MORE EMPHASIS NEEDED ON ENFORCING
CONTRACT PROVISIONS AND CONTRACTO RS'
PERFORMANCEVALUATIO N

Contracting officials have several means at their disposal for enforc-ing contract provisions and ensuring that unsatisfactory and problemcontractors are identified. These means range from seeking compliancefrom the contractor on an iriforimal basis to the formal action of terminat-ing the contract due to default. Unfortunately, in many cases whereproblems are experienced with a contractor, the contract files are notdocumented to show these problems and the information is not orovided toprocurement personnel--contracting officer and source clerk--for use inevaluating future contract awards.

Furthermore, contractors' performance is not consistently evaluatedupon completion of the contract, and when evaluated the information is notadequately disseminated. Consequently, problem contractors may continueto receive contracts.

Contractor performance problems

At the three procurement offices reviewed, contract officer representa-tives attempt to resolve performance problems with contractors on aninformal basis. When this fails, they often request the contractingofficer to seek compliance by issuing cure notices and assessing liquidateddamages. Essentially, a cure notice is used to make the problem a matterof record and seek compliance within a specified time frame. The assess-ment of liquidated damages is a monetary penalty for failure to abide bythe contract milestones. If these means do not resolve the problem, thenext step is to Issue a show cause not;ce which requires the contractorto demonstrate why the contract should not be terminated. If this provesunsuccessful, the final step is termination of the contract.
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During fiscal year 1978, 51 cure, 14 show cause, and 18 termination
notices were issued by the Frankfurt, Stuttgart, and Fuerth procurement
offices as shown below.

Number Notices issued
Priocurement contracts Cure Show cause ermination
office executed No. No. No.

Frankfurt 540 16 7 5

Stuttgart 187 9 1 1

Fuerth 465 26 6 /l2

Total 1,192 51 14 18

a/Nine of the terminations -were against two contractors with multiple
contracts. This would also influence the number of cure notices because
the termination would have been preceded by the issuance of cure notices.

According to procurement officials and as indicated above, officials
would rather try to resolve contractor problems on an informal basis
rather than through the formal notification routes. The reasons being that
the formal process requires time--particularly show cause and termination
notices--to document the problem, prepare the paperwork, and wait for the
contractor's response. In the case of termination notices, the contractor
has the right of appeal to USAREUR and in the interim, work on the project
is delayed. If the contract is terminated further delays are experienced
while waiting for reprocurement and reobligation of the funds. Thus,
with the emphasis on getting the work completed, actions which result in
delays are not favored.

The disadvantage of resolving problems on an informal basis is that
oftentimes these problems are not documented. Thus there is no record which
can be referred to in the future when deciding what contractors should be
solicited and which contractor should be selected. Unfortunately, this
same problem was noted in those cases where some formal action had been
taken. While a record of the actions taken were documented in the contract
file, the information was not maintained at a centralized location for use
by source clerks and primary contracting officers in future award evaluations.

Contractor performance evaluations

One means by which procurement officials try to maintain a high quality
source list of contractors is through performance evaluations prepared by
the contracting officer representative upoin completion of the contract.
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Copies of the evaluations are to be maintained in the contract file,
disseminated to responsible procurement officials, and sent to the ArmyProcurement Agency. Very few of the completed contract files we reviewed
contained a copy of the contractor ratings, and seldom were the source
clerks or primary contracting officers receiving copies. The reasonsbeing that confusion exists at the contracting officer representative and
procurement office level due to a lack of guidance as to what constitutes
unsatisfactory performance, and whether an evaluation is required for
each contract or only when performance is unsatisfactory.

Other reasons given by these officials for not completing the forms
were:

--the evaluation form is vdgue and is not formatted to allow for an
unsatisfactory evaluation if the work is completed and accepted;

--there is a hesitancy to give an unsatisfactory evaluation because
of the documentation required to support such an evaluation;

--the time requi,:J to prepare the evaluations;

--the information is seldom used by contracting officials.

To further illustrate the confusion and lack of guidance that exists,one contracting officerrepresentative told us that he was not aware ofthe evaluation requirement, and if he had known of the requirement atleast two contractors would have been rated as unsatisfactory. Another
representative said that he had not prepared any evaluations for the last
year because he thought only unsatisfactory ratings had to be submitted.Furthermore, one procurement office requires an evaluation on all
contractors' performance, while two other offices only request an eval.a-
tion for unsatisfactory or outstanding performance.

In view of the problem areas discussed above, we believe that theArmy Procurement Agency should issue comprehensive guidance addressing:

--the need for documenting contractor performance problems, including
those that are resolved informally, and providing this information
to the procurement officials for future use in evaluating contract
awards;

--the use of contractors' performance evaluations to include .;iteria
for preparing the evaluations and the need for these evaluations tobe disseminated to procurement personnel for use in future
procurement actions.
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BETTER PLANNING NEEDED FOR THE
ALLOCATION OF FUNDS IN ORDER TO
MINIMIZE FISCAL YEAR END "CRUNCH"

In terms of dollar value, over 50 percent (about $49 million) of
fiscal year 1978 repair and maintenance contracts were executed in the
last quarter, and over 45 percent were executed in the last month of the
fiscal year. Much of the preparatory work--such as cost estimates and
bid solicitation and evaluation--is performed before the last quarter,
and contract award is contingent upon the availability of funds. The
effect is that the workload which should be performed throughout the year
is compressed during the last 5 or 6 months of the year. With the large
increase in year-end workloads and the push to get the funds obligated,

--contract specifications and cost estimates are hurried and
not adequately reviewed;

--contracting officials have insufficient time to fully evaluate
proposals and negotiate with prospective contractors;

--contractor performance monitored by contracting officer representatives
and inspectors suffers.

In addition, according to contracting officials, contract prices
increase--as much as 20 percent--because contractors (1) know that
militer:' commtnities must obligate or lose funds; (2) must use more costly
subcontracting in order to cover the increased workload; and (3) try to
protect themselves against mistakes made in their hurried efforts to
submit bids on the increased number of solicitations.

Officials cited the following reasons for the large amount of procure-
ment activity at fiscal year-end:

--funds initially earmarked but not used are recycled to other projects;

--funds reserved by USARLUR and its subordinate commands and the
communities for emergencies are released; and

--supplemental appropriation requests approved by Congress.

In our opinion a more planned approach for funding projects through-
out the year would lessen the potentially adverse effects caused by the
significant additional amount of procurement activity at fiscal year-end.
This approach should take into consideration
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--better planning on the part of activities responsible for
identifying projects for funding. Since the requiring activities--
primarily the Directorate cf Engineering and Housing--are required
to prioritize their projects at the beginning of a funding year,
the activities should give greater attention throughout the year
to revising and updating their list of priority projects rather
than waiting until year-end when additional funds may become
available.

--USAREUR, its subordinate commands, and the communities should
give greater attention to identifying and releasing emergency
and recycled funds pericuically during the latter part of the
fiscal year rather than at the "eleventh" hour. We recognize that
by the nature of these funds, availability for release has to be
later on in the year. However, it seems illogical that the release
can only occur during the last month.

NEED FOR MORE EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT
AUDITS TO IDENTIFY AND IMPROVE- --
PROCUREMENT PRACTICES

Reviews of the procurement process are performed by internal and
external review groups. However, these reviews are (1) not being performed
frequently enough, (2) too broad in scope, or (3) not structured along
management type audit lines which would facilitate comprehensive and
thorough reviews.

The most recent external reviews of Army Procurement Agency activities
were conducted in 1975 by the Defense Audit Service and Army Audit Agency.
The review by the Defense Audit Service concentrated on the potential for
consolidation of certain aspects of the procurement function between the
Army and Air Force. The Army Audit reviews covered most aspects of the
procurement process and identified management weaknesses in the inspection
and monitoring of contractors' performance; and preparation of pre-award
surveys. Our review revealed that these same problem areas still exist.

Internal reviews of procurement office activities are performed
periodically by the USAREU'( Inspector General and Army Procurement Agency
teams. Essentially these reviews are compliance reviews and tend to be
very broad in scope with little emphasis on the actual procurement
process. According to a USAREUR Inspector General representative, each
procurement office is reviewed annually. The review normally lasts
2 weeks: 1 week at the procurement office and 1 week at the out'i,/ng
procurement office support activities.
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Army Procurement Agency teams periodically visit the procurement
offices. These visits are usually less than 1 week in duration and focus
on all aspects of operations. However, the short duration of the visit
limits the team--usually one individual--to a cursory review of the
p;ocurement activities with emphasis on proper documentation ano ,,,,liy,
rather than whether a given pr'ocurement action resulted in an efficient,
effective, and economical contract for the Army. Individual contracts
are reviewed, but only to the extent to determine that required documenta-
tion is present and filed according to regulations.

The Army Procurement Agency has recently establi:hed a position for
an internal auditor and identified several potential review areas. We
believe this is a positive move which should enable the Agency to initiate
management type audits. The need remains, however, for the other Internal
review groups to place greater emphasis on determining if procedures,
controls, and practices are adequate to ensure that procurement is from
the most economical sources and that accepted work conforms to contract
specifications.
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